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to remove this template message) A fallacy is the use of invalid or otherwise faulty reasoning, or "wrong moves,"[1] in the construction of an argument,[2][3] which may appear stronger than it really is if the fallacy is not spotted. The term was in the Western intellectual tradition introduced in the Aristotelian De Sophisticis Elenchis.[4] Some fallacies
are committed intentionally to manipulate or persuade by deception. Others are committed unintentionally because of human limitations such as carelessness, cognitive or social biases, or plain ignorance. This includes ignorance of the right reasoning standard, but also ignorance of relevant properties of the context. For instance, the soundness of
legal arguments depends on the context in which the arguments are made.[5] Fallacies are commonly divided into "formal" and "informal." A formal fallacy is a flaw in the structure of a deductive argument which renders the argument invalid, while an informal fallacy originates in an error in reasoning other than an improper logical form.[6]
Arguments containing informal fallacies may be formally valid, but still fallacious.[4] A special case is a mathematical fallacy, an intentionally invalid mathematical proof, often with the error subtle and somehow concealed. Mathematical fallacies are typically crafted and exhibited for educational purposes, usually taking the form of spurious proofs of
obvious contradictions. Overview Fallacies are defects that weaken arguments. Fallacious arguments are very common and can be persuasive in common use. They may be even "unsubstantiated assertions that are often delivered with a conviction that makes them sound as though they are proven facts."[7] Informal fallacies in particular are found
frequently in mass media such as television and newspapers.[8] Understanding fallacies can allow one to recognize them in either one's own or others' writing. Avoiding fallacies can improve one's ability to produce strong arguments. It can be difficult to evaluate whether an argument is fallacious, as arguments exist along a continuum of soundness
and an argument that has several stages or parts might have some sound sections and some fallacious ones.[9] Moreover, whether a specific argument is fallacious often depends on the content rather than the form of the argument. An example is a probabilistically valid instance of the formally invalid argument form of denying the antecedent or
affirming the consequent. [10] Thus, "[f]allacious arguments usually have the deceptive appearance of being good arguments," [11] because for most fallacious instances of an argument form, a similar but non-fallacious instance can be found. Evaluating an instance of an argument form as fallacious is therefore virtually always also a matter of
evaluating the context of the argument. Recognizing fallacies in everyday arguments may be difficult since arguments are often embedded in rhetorical patterns that obscure the logical connections between statements. Informal fallacies may also exploit the emotional, intellectual, or psychological weaknesses of the audience. Recognizing fallacies
can develop reasoning skills to expose the weaker links between premises and conclusions to better discern between what appears to be true and what is true. Argumentation theory provides a different approach to understanding and classifying fallacies. In the Pragma-dialectical theory, for instance, an argument is regarded as an interactive
protocol between individuals who attempt to resolve their disagreement on the merits of a case.[12] The protocol consists of normative rules of interaction, and violations of these rules are considered to be fallacies, because they frustrate the attempt at resolving the disagreement. Fallacies are used in place of valid reasoning to communicate a point
with the intention to persuade. Examples in the mass media today include but are not limited to propaganda, advertisements, politics, newspaper editorials and opinion-based news shows. Systems of classification Because of their variety of structure and application, fallacies are challenging to classify. Fallacies can be classified strictly by either their
structure or their content, such as classifying them as formal fallacies or informal fallacies, respectively. The classification of informal fallacies may be subdivided into categories such as linguistic, relevance through omission, relevance through intrusion, and relevance through presumption.[13] On the other hand, fallacies may be classified by the
process by which they occur, such as material fallacies (content), verbal fallacies (linguistic), and again formal fallacies (error in inference). In turn, material fallacies may be placed into the more general category of informal fallacies. Verbal fallacies may be placed in either formal or informal classifications: Compare equivocation, which is a word- or
phrase-based ambiguity, to the fallacy of composition, which is premise- and inference-based ambiguity.[14] Even the definitions of the classes may not be unique. For example, Whately treats material fallacies as a complement to logical fallacies, which makes them synonymous to informal fallacies, while others consider them to be a subclass of
informal fallacies. Greek logic Greek philosopher Aristotle (384 – 322 BC) was the first to systematize logical errors into a list, to make it easier to refute an opponent's thesis and thus win an argument.[15]: 2 Aristotle's "Sophistical Refutations" (De Sophisticis Elenchis) identifies thirteen fallacies. He divided them up into two major types, linguistic
fallacies and non-linguistic fallacies, some which depend on language and others that do not.[16][17] These fallacies are called verbal fallacies and material fallacies, respectively. A material fallacy is an error in what the arguer is talking about, while a verbal fallacy is an error in how the arguer is talking. Verbal fallacies are those in which a
conclusion is obtained by improper or ambiguous use of words.[18] An example of a language dependent fallacy is given as a debate as to who in humanity are learners: the wise or the ignorant.[15]: 3 A language-independent fallacy is for example: "Coriscus is different from Socrates." "Socrates is a man." "Therefore, Coriscus is different from a man."
[15]: 4 Indian logic Indian logicians took great pains to identify fallacies in an argument. An influential collection of texts on logic and reason, the Nyāya Sūtras, attributed to Aksapada Gautama, variously estimated to have been composed between 6th-century BCE and 2nd-century CE, in its theory of inference lists five such reasons used in an
argument which was further developed by later logicians.[19][20][21] Asiddha: It is the unproved reason that results in this fallacy. [Paksadharmata] Savyabhichara: This is the fallacy of irregular reason. Satpratipaksa: Here the reason is contradicted by another reason. If both have equal force, then nothing follows. 'Sound is eternal, because it is
audible', and 'Sound is non-eternal, because it is produced'. Here 'audible' is counterbalanced by 'produced' and both are of equal force. Badhita: When another proof (as by perception) definitely contradicts and disproves the middle term (reason). 'Fire is cold because it is a substance'. Viruddha: Instead of proving something it is proving the opposite.
'Sound is eternal because it is produced'. Whately's grouping English scholar and theologian Richard Whately (1787 – 1863) defines a fallacy broadly as, "any argument, or apparent argument, which professes to be decisive of the matter at hand, while in reality it is not".[15]: 8 Whately divided fallacies into two groups: logical and material. According
to Whately, logical fallacies are arguments where the conclusion does not follow from the premises. Material fallacies are not logical errors because the conclusion does follow from the premises. He then divided the logical group into two groups: purely logical and semi-logical. The semi-logical group included all of Aristotle's sophisms except
ignoratio elenchi, petitio principii, and non causa pro causa, which are in the material group.[22] Other systems of classification Other famous methods of classifying fallacies are those of Francis Bacon and J. S. Mill. Bacon (Novum Organum, Aph. 33, 38 sqq.) divided fallacies into four Idola (Idols, i.e. False Appearances), which summarize the various
kinds of mistakes to which the human intellect is prone. J. S. Mill discussed the subject in book five of his Logic, and Jeremy Bentham's Book of Fallacies (1824) contains valuable remarks. Formal fallacy Main article: Formal fallacy A formal fallacy, deductive fallacy, logical fallacy or non sequitur (Latin for "it does not follow") is a flaw in the structure
of a deductive argument which renders the argument invalid. The flaw can neatly be expressed in standard system of logic.[2] Such an argument is always considered to be wrong. The presence of the formal fallacy does not imply anything about the argument's premises or its conclusion. Both may actually be true, or may even be more probable as a
result of the argument, but the deductive argument is still invalid because the conclusion does not follow from the premises in the manner described. Even non-deductive arguments can be said to be fallacious: for example, an inductive argument that incorrectly applies principles of probability or causality. But "since deductive arguments depend on
formal properties and inductive arguments don't, formal fallacies apply only to deductive arguments."[6] A logical form such as "A and B" is independent of any particular conjunction of meaningful propositions. Logical form alone can guarantee that given true premises, a true conclusion must follow. However, formal logic makes no such guarantee if
any premise is false; the conclusion can be either true or false. Any formal error or logical fallacy similarly invalidates the deductive guarantee. Both the argument and all its premises must be true for a conclusion to be true. The term logical fallacy is in a sense self-contradictory, because logic refers to valid reasoning, whereas a fallacy is the use of
poor reasoning. Therefore, the term formal fallacy is preferred. In informal discourse, however, logical fallacy is used to mean an argument which is problematic for any reason. The term non sequitur denotes a general formal fallacy, often meaning one which does not belong to any named subclass of formal fallacies like affirming the consequent.
Common examples Main article: List of fallacies § Formal fallacies Ecological fallacy An ecological fallacy is committed when one draws an inference from data based on the premise that qualities observed for groups necessarily hold for individuals; for example, "if countries with more Protestants tend to have higher suicide rates, then Protestants
must be more likely to commit suicide."[23] Fallacy fork Maarten Boudry[24] and others[25] have argued that formal, deductive fallacies rarely occur in real life and that arguments that would be fallacious in formally deductive terms are not necessarily so when context and prior probabilities are taken into account, thus making the argument
defeasible and/or inductive. Boudry coined the term fallacy fork.[24] For a given fallacy, one must either characterize it by means of a deductive argumentation scheme, which rarely applies (the first prong of the fork), or one must relax definitions and add nuance to take the actual intent and context of the argument into account (the other prong of
the fork).[24] To argue, for example, that one became nauseated after eating a mushroom because the mushroom was poisonous could be an example of the post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy.[24] Informal fallacy Main article: Informal fallacy In contrast to a formal fallacy, an informal fallacy originates in a reasoning error other than a flaw in the
logical form of the argument.[6] A deductive argument containing an informal fallacy may be formally valid,[4] but still remain rationally unpersuasive. Nevertheless, informal fallacies apply to both deductive and non-deductive arguments. Though the form of the argument may be relevant, fallacies of this type are the "types of mistakes in reasoning
that arise from the mishandling of the content of the propositions constituting the argument".[26] Faulty generalization A special subclass of the informal fallacies is the set of faulty generalizations, also known as inductive fallacies. Here the most important issue concerns inductive strength or methodology (for example, statistical inference). In the
absence of sufficient evidence, drawing conclusions based on induction is unwarranted and fallacious. With the backing of sufficient amounts of the right type of empirical evidence, however, the conclusions may become warranted and convincing (at which point the arguments are no longer considered fallacious).[27] Hasty generalization Hasty
generalization is described as making assumptions about a whole group or range of cases based on a sample that is inadequate (usually because it is atypical or just too small). Stereotypes about people ("frat boys are drunkards", "grad students are nerdy", "women don't enjoy sports", etc.) are common examples of the principle. Hasty generalization
often follows a pattern such as: X is true for A. X is true for B. Therefore, X is true for C, D, etc. While never a valid logical deduction, if such an inference can be made on statistical grounds, it may nonetheless be convincing. This is because with enough empirical evidence, the generalization is no longer a hasty one. Relevance fallacy The fallacies of
relevance are a broad class of informal fallacies, generically represented by missing the point: presenting an argument, which may be sound, but fails to address the issue in question. Argument from silence An argument from silence is a faulty conclusion that is made based on the absence of evidence rather than on the presence of evidence.
Examples of informal fallacies Main article: List of fallacies § Informal fallacies Post hoc (false cause) The post hoc fallacy assumes that because B comes after A, A caused B. It gets its name from the Latin phrase "post hoc, ergo propter hoc", which translates as "after this, therefore because of this". Sometimes one event really does cause another one
that comes later—for example, if one registers for a class, and their name later appears on the roll, it's true that the first event caused the one that came later. But sometimes two events that seem related in time are not really related as cause and event. That is, temporal correlation does not necessarily entail causation. For example, if one eats a
sandwich and then gets food poisoning, that does not necessarily mean the sandwich caused the food poisoning. Something else eaten earlier might have caused the food poisoning. Slippery slope For an argument to be a slippery slope type of argument it must meet the requirements of that argumentation scheme. A slippery slope argument originates
from a conversation or debate in which two actors take turns. It usually originates from one actor giving advice on a decision or act. Along the way, the actor must make additional choices on similar matters through which the actor enters the ‘grey area’ of the slippery slope. At this point, the actor potentially loses control over the direction of the
arguments, thus leading to a ‘fatal’ outcome.[28] Such an argument is built up according to the following argumentation scheme: initial premise, sequential premise, indeterminacy premise, control premise, loss of control premise, catastrophic outcome premise and conclusion. Slippery slope arguments may be defeated by asking critical questions or
giving counterarguments.[29] There are several reasons for a slippery slope to be fallacious: for example, the argument is going too far into the future, it is a too complex argument and its structure is hard to identify or the argument makes emotional appeals.[30] False analogy Informally known as the "apples and oranges" fallacy, a false analogy uses
unsound comparisons.[31] Straw man fallacy The straw man fallacy consists in presenting the standpoint of an opponent as more extreme than it in fact is. Compared to criticizing the opponent’s actual standpoint, this allows the arguer to offer a seeming refutation of what however is not the actual standpoint.[32] Such an argument involves two
arguers, with one actor criticizing the perspective of the other.[33] The reason for the straw man argument to be fallacious originates from the problem of how to deal with natural discourse. The opponent’s argument is not reflected by the arguments that are proposed by the speaker.[34] Measurement fallacy Some of the fallacies described above
may be committed in the context of measurement. Where mathematical fallacies are subtle mistakes in reasoning leading to invalid mathematical proofs, measurement fallacies are unwarranted inferential leaps involved in the extrapolation of raw data to a measurement-based value claim. The ancient Greek Sophist Protagoras was one of the first
thinkers to propose that humans can generate reliable measurements through his "human-measure" principle and the practice of dissoi logoi (arguing multiple sides of an issue).[35][36] This history helps explain why measurement fallacies are informed by informal logic and argumentation theory. Knowledge value measurement fallacy The increasing
availability and circulation of big data are driving a proliferation of new metrics for scholarly authority,[37][38] and there is lively discussion regarding the relative usefulness of such metrics for measuring the value of knowledge production in the context of an "information tsunami."[39] For example, anchoring fallacies can occur when unwarranted
weight is given to data generated by metrics that the arguers themselves acknowledge are flawed. For example, limitations of the journal impact factor (JIF) are well documented,[40] and even JIF pioneer Eugene Garfield notes, "while citation data create new tools for analyses of research performance, it should be stressed that they supplement
rather than replace other quantitative-and qualitative-indicators."[41] To the extent that arguers jettison acknowledged limitations of JIF-generated data in evaluative judgments, or leave behind Garfield's "supplement rather than replace" caveat, they court commission of anchoring fallacies. A naturalistic fallacy can occur for example in the case of
sheer quantity metrics based on the premise "more is better"[39] or, in the case of developmental assessment in the field of psychology, "higher is better".[42] A false analogy occurs when claims are supported by unsound comparisons between data points. For example, the Scopus and Web of Science bibliographic databases have difficulty
distinguishing between citations of scholarly work that are arms-length endorsements, ceremonial citations, or negative citations (indicating the citing author withholds endorsement of the cited work).[37] Hence, measurement-based value claims premised on the uniform quality of all citations may be questioned on false analogy grounds. As another
example, consider the Faculty Scholarly Productivity Index of Academic Analytics. This tool purports to measure overall faculty productivity, yet it does not capture data based on citations in books. This creates a possibility that low productivity measurements using the tool commit argument from silence fallacies, to the extent that such measurements
are supported by the absence of book citation data. Ecological fallacies can be committed when one measures scholarly productivity of a sub-group of individuals (e.g. "Puerto Rican" faculty) via reference to aggregate data about a larger and different group (e.g. "Hispanic" faculty).[43] Intentional fallacy Sometimes a speaker or writer uses a fallacy
intentionally. In any context, including academic debate, a conversation among friends, political discourse, advertising, or for comedic purposes, the arguer may use fallacious reasoning to try to persuade the listener or reader, by means other than offering relevant evidence, that the conclusion is true. Examples of this include the speaker or writer:
[44] Diverting the argument to unrelated issues with a red herring (Ignoratio elenchi) Insulting someone's character (argumentum ad hominem) Assuming the conclusion of an argument, a kind of circular reasoning, also called "begging the question" (petitio principii) Making jumps in logic (non sequitur) Identifying a false cause and effect (post hoc
ergo propter hoc) Asserting that everyone agrees (argumentum ad populum, bandwagoning) Creating a false dilemma (either-or fallacy) in which the situation is oversimplified, also called false dichotomy Selectively using facts (card stacking) Making false or misleading comparisons (false equivalence and false analogy) Generalizing quickly and
sloppily (hasty generalization) Using an argument's connections to other concepts or people to support or refute it, also called "guilt by association" (association fallacy) Claiming that a lack of proof counts as proof (appeal to ignorance) In humor, errors of reasoning are used for comical purposes. Groucho Marx used fallacies of amphiboly, for
instance, to make ironic statements; Gary Larson and Scott Adams employed fallacious reasoning in many of their cartoons. Wes Boyer and Samuel Stoddard have written a humorous essay teaching students how to be persuasive by means of a whole host of informal and formal fallacies.[45] When someone uses logical fallacies intentionally to mislead
in academic, political, or other high-stakes contexts, the breach of trust calls into question the authority and intellectual integrity of that person.[46] Assessment: pragmatic theory See also: Argumentation scheme According to the pragmatic theory,[47] a fallacy can be either a heuristic error or a ploy used intentionally to unfairly win an argument.
There are always two parties to an argument containing a fallacy: the perpetrator and the intended victim. The dialogue framework required to support the pragmatic theory of fallacy is built on the presumption that argumentative dialogue has both an adversarial component and a collaborative component. A dialogue has individual goals for each
participant, but also shared goals that apply to all participants. A fallacy of the second kind is seen as more than simply violation of a rule of reasonable dialogue. It is also a deceptive tactic of argumentation, based on sleight-of-hand. Aristotle explicitly compared contentious reasoning to unfair fighting in athletic contest. But the roots of the
pragmatic theory go back even further in history to the Sophists. The pragmatic theory finds its roots in the Aristotelian conception of a fallacy as a sophistical refutation, but also supports the view that many of the types of arguments traditionally labeled as fallacies are in fact reasonable techniques of argumentation that can be used, in many cases,
to support legitimate goals of dialogue. Hence, under the pragmatic approach, each case needs to be analyzed individually to determine whether the argument is fallacious or reasonable. See also Philosophy portal Psychology portal Lists List of cognitive biases – Systematic patterns of deviation from norm or rationality in judgment List of fallacies –
Reasoning that are logically incorrect or unsound List of memory biases List of paradoxes – List of statements that appear to contradict themselves All pages with titles containing Fallacy All pages with titles containing Fallacious Pragma-dialectics § Rules for critical discussion Concepts Aporia – State of puzzlement or expression of doubt, in
philosophy and rhetoric Anti-pattern – Common response to a recurring problem that is usually ineffective or counterproductive Argument map – Visual representation of the structure of an argument Argumentation theory – Study of how conclusions are reached through logical reasoning; one of four rhetorical modes Association fallacy – Informal
inductive fallacy Cognitive bias – Systematic pattern of deviation from norm or rationality in judgment Cognitive distortion – Exaggerated or irrational thought pattern Critical thinking – Analysis of facts to form a judgment Demagogue – Politician or orator who panders to fears and emotions of the public Evidence – Material supporting an assertion
Fallacies of definition False (logic) – Possessing negative truth value False premise – Incorrect proposition that forms the basis of an argument False statement Illusion – Distortion of the perception of reality Inference objection Inquiry – Any process that has the aim of augmenting knowledge, resolving doubt, or solving a problem Jumping to
conclusions Lemma Lies, damned lies, and statistics Mathematical fallacy – Certain type of mistaken proof Paradox – Statement that apparently contradicts itself Prosecutor's fallacy – Fallacy of statistical reasoning Sophist – Teacher in ancient Greece (5th century BC) Soundness – Logical term meaning that an argument is valid and its premises are
true Truth – Property of being in accord with fact or reality Validity – Argument whose conclusion must be true if its premises are Victim blaming – Social phenomenon Works Attacking Faulty Reasoning Straight and Crooked Thinking "Why I Do Not Attend Case Conferences" References ^ van Eemeren, Frans; Garssen, Bart; Meuffels, Bert (2009).
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opinion for the Chinese Communist Party 50 Cent PartySimplified Chinese五毛党Traditional Chinese五毛黨Literal meaningfive-dime partyTranscriptionsStandard MandarinHanyu Pinyinwǔmáo dǎngZiganwuSimplified Chinese自干五Traditional Chinese自乾五TranscriptionsStandard MandarinHanyu Pinyinzì gān wǔInternet commentator(s)Simplified
Chinese网络评论员Traditional Chinese網絡評論員TranscriptionsStandard MandarinHanyu Pinyinwǎngluò pínglùn yuán The 50 Cent Party, also known as the 50 Cent Army or wumao (/ˈwuːmaʊ/ WOO-mow), are Internet commentators who are hired by the authorities of the People's Republic of China to manipulate public opinion and disseminate
disinformation to the benefit of the governing Chinese Communist Party (CCP).[1][2][3][4][5] It was created during the early phases of the Internet's rollout to the wider public in China. The name is derived from the fact that such commentators are paid RMB¥0.50 for every post.[6][7][8] These commentators create comments or articles on popular
Chinese social media networks that are intended to derail discussions which are critical of the CCP, promoting narratives that serve the government's interests and insulting or spreading misinformation about political opponents of the Chinese government, both domestic and abroad.[9][10][11] Some of these commentators have labeled themselves
ziganwu (Chinese: 自干五, short for 自带干粮的五毛, zì dài gānliáng de wǔmáo, lit. 'wumao who bring their own dry rations'), claiming they are not paid by authorities and express their support for the Chinese government out of their own volition.[12] Authors of a paper published in 2017 in the American Political Science Review estimate that the
Chinese government fabricates 488 million social media posts per year. In contrast to common assumptions, the 50 Cent Party consists mostly of paid bureaucrats who respond to government directives and rarely defend their government from criticism or engage in direct arguments because "... the goal of this massive secretive operation is instead to
distract the public and change the subject."[13] Around 80% of the analysed posts involve pro-China cheerleading with inspirational slogans, and 13% involve general praise and suggestions on governmental policies.[14] Despite the common allegation of the commentators getting paid for their posts, the paper suggested there was "no evidence" that
they are paid anything for their posts, instead being required to do so as a part of their official party duties.[15] Research by professors at Harvard, Stanford, and UC San Diego indicated a "massive secretive operation" to fill China's Internet with propaganda, and has resulted in some 488 million posts written by fake social media accounts,
representing about 0.6% of the 80 billion posts generated on Chinese social media. To maximize their influence, such pro-government comments are made largely during times of intense online debate, and when online protests have a possibility of transforming into real life actions.[14] The colloquial term wumao has also been used by some English
speakers outside of China as an insult against people with perceived pro-CCP bias.[16][17] History See also: Chinese information operations and information warfare In October 2004, the local CCP Propaganda Department of Changsha started hiring Internet commentators, in one of the earliest known uses of professional Internet commentators.[18]
[deprecated source] In March 2005, the Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China enacted a systematic censorship of Chinese college bulletin board systems. The popular "Little Lily" BBS, run by Nanjing University, was forced to close. As a new system was prepared to be launched, school officials hired students as part-time web
commentators, paid from the university's work-study funds, to search the forum for undesirable information and actively counter it with Party-friendly viewpoints. In the following months, party leaders from Jiangsu began hiring their own teams.[19] By mid-2007, web commentator teams recruited by schools, and party organizations were common
across China. Shanghai Normal University employed undergraduates to monitor for signs of dissent and post on university forums.[20] These commentators not only operate within political discussions, but also in general discussions.[19][20] Afterwards, some schools and local governments also started to build similar teams.[21][22][23] On 23
January 2007, Chinese leader Hu Jintao demanded a "reinforcement of ideological and public opinion front construction and positive publicity" at the 38th collective learning of Politburo.[24] Large Chinese websites and local governments have been requested to publish the sayings of Hu, and select "comrades with good political quality" to form
"teams of Internet commentators" by the CCP Central Committee (中共中央办公厅) and General Office of the State Council (国务院办公厅).[19][25] Negative reporting of local authorities has increased on the Internet since then.[26] In one instance described on the China Digital Times, the Jiaozuo (Henan) City Public Security Bureau established a
mechanism to analyse public opinion after criticism of the police handling of a traffic incident appeared on the Internet. The Bureau responded with 120 staff calling for the truth to be revealed in line with the public opinion, which gradually shifted and eventually supported the police position, denouncing the original poster.[26][27] In the aftermath
of the 2008 Guizhou riot, Internet forums were filled with posts critical of the local authorities; the China News Weekly later reported that "the major task of the propaganda group was to organize commentators to past [sic] posts on websites to guide online public opinions."[27] In 2010, the Shanghai Communist Youth League's official website
published a summary, saying that there were more than 200 topics by Shanghai Municipal Authorities' Internet commentators posted at People's Daily, Xinhua News Agency, Eastday (东方网), Sina and Tianya after many incidents in 2009, including the Lotus Riverside incident, the forced installation of Green Dam Youth Escort software, the Putuo
Urban Administrative incident, the control of H1N1, the Shanghai entrapment incident (钓鱼执法), the self-immolation of Pan Rong (潘蓉), etc. It was praised by the Shanghai Internet Publicity Office.[28] In December 2014, a Chinese blogger hacked into and published email archives for the Internet Propaganda Department of Zhanggong District in
Ganzhou, including over 2,700 emails of 50 Cent Party Internet commentators.[29][30] For instance, on 16 January 2014, Shi Wenqing, secretary of the Ganzhou branch of the CCP, held a televised "Internet exchange" in which he answered questions from a local news website forum; 50 Cent Party commentators were instructed to post seven
discussion points, such as (translated) "I really admire Party Secretary Shi, what a capable and effective Party Secretary! I hope he can be the father of Ganzhou for years to come."[31] Range of operation The Ministry of Culture of the People's Republic of China now holds regular training sessions, where participants are required to pass an exam
after which they are issued a job certification.[19] As of 2008, the total number of 50-cent operatives was estimated to be in the tens of thousands,[1] and possibly as high as 280,000–300,000.[19][32] Every large Chinese website is instructed by the Information Office to create a trained team of Internet commentators.[19] According to the Chinese
Communists' opinions of the recruitment of university Work Committee (tentative), the university Internet commentators are mainly selected from cadres or student cadres at the local CCP Publicity Department of universities, Youth League, Office of Academic Affairs, Network Center, Admissions Employment Department, Political Theory
Department, Teaching Department and other units.[33] The court of Qinghe District, Huai'an organized a team of 12 commentators.[34] Gansu Province hired 650 commentators, sorted by their writing abilities.[35] Suqian Municipal Publicity Department's first 26 commentators' team were reported by Yangtse Evening Post in April 2005.[36]
According to high-profile independent Chinese blogger Li Ming, the pro-Chinese government web commentators must number "at least in the tens of thousands".[37] A 2016 Harvard study estimated that the group posts about 488 million social media comments per year.[38] According to an article published by Xiao Qiang on his website China Digital
Times, a leaked propaganda directive, sent to 50 Cent Party Internet commentators, stated their objective was the following:[39][40] In order to circumscribe the influence of Taiwanese democracy, in order to progress further in the work of guiding public opinion, and in accordance with the requirements established by higher authorities to "be
strategic, be skilled," we hope that internet commentators conscientiously study the mindset of netizens, grasp international developments, and better perform the work of being an internet commentator. For this purpose, this notice is promulgated as set forth below: (1) To the extent possible make America the target of criticism. Play down the
existence of Taiwan. (2) Do not directly confront [the idea of] democracy; rather, frame the argument in terms of "what kind of system can truly implement democracy.” (3) To the extent possible, choose various examples in Western countries of violence and unreasonable circumstances to explain how democracy is not well-suited to capitalism. (4)
Use America's and other countries' interference in international affairs to explain how Western democracy is actually an invasion of other countries and [how the West] is forcibly pushing [on other countries] Western values. (5) Use the bloody and tear-stained history of a [once] weak people [i.e., China] to stir up pro-Party and patriotic emotions. (6)
Increase the exposure that positive developments inside China receive; further accommodate the work of maintaining [social] stability.[39][40] Terms There is an alternate official term for the Internet Commentator, as well as several unofficial terms coined by netizens for them: Chinese (Simp. / Trad.) Pinyin Literally in English Commonly in English
Note Official name (primary) 网络评论员 / 網絡評論員 wǎngluò pínglùn yuán Internet commentator Abbreviation in Chinese: 网评员 / 網評員 (wǎng píng yuán) Official name (secondary) 网络阅评员 / 網絡閱評員 wǎngluò yuè píng yuán Internet examiner and commentator N/A Unofficial term 五毛党 / 五毛黨 or simply 五毛 wǔmáo dǎng or wǔmáo Five-dime
Party, or simply "five dimes" 50 Cent Party The most common name, used pejoratively. Another English translation is "50 Cent Army". Unofficial term 网评猿 / 網評猿 wǎng píng yuán ape that comments on the 'net N/A A pejorative pronounced identically with the Chinese abbreviation 网评员; wǎng píng yuán above, punning yuán (猿; "ape; monkey") for
yuán (员; "personnel, staff member"). Other English terms 红马甲 / 紅馬甲, 红卫兵 / 紅衛兵 hóng mǎjiǎ, hóng wèibīng red vest, red guard[27][41] The Chinese translation for these English terms are rarely used. Among those names, "50 Cent Party" (五毛党) was the most common and pejorative unofficial term.[42] The term is applied by Chinese netizens
to any person who blatantly expresses pro-CCP thoughts online.[7] According to Foreign Policy, Chinese cyberspace is also noted for its ideological contests between "rightists" - reformists who advocate Western style democratic reforms, versus "leftists" - conservatives and neo-Confucianists who advocates Chinese nationalism and restructured
socialism. In this backdrop, rightists sometimes refer to leftists derogatorily as "50 Centers", regardless of their actual employment background.[14] The Hong Kong-based Apple Daily reported that although a search for "五毛党" ("50 Cent Party" in Chinese) on a search engine produces results, most were inaccessible and had been deleted.[43] Effects
and opinions The Internet commentator/50 Cent Party's activities were described by CCP general secretary and Chinese president Hu Jintao as "a new pattern of public-opinion guidance";[44][45] they represent a shift from simply erasing dissenting opinions to guiding dialogue. In 2010, a contributor to The Huffington Post stated that some
comments she received on one of her posts were from the 50 Cent Party;[46] she also stated that the 50 Cent Party monitors popular US websites, news sites and blogs and posts comments that advance Chinese governmental interests.[46] David Wertime of Foreign Policy argued that the narrative where a large army of paid Internet commentators
are behind China's poor public dialogue with its critics is "Orwellian, yet strangely comforting". Rather, many of the Chinese netizens spreading nationalist sentiment online are not paid, but often mean what they say.[14] The colloquial term wumao, from the Chinese pronunciation of the term, has been used as an insult by some English speakers
against people with perceived pro-CCP or pro-Chinese views,[16] and has been cited in discussions of Sinophobia.[17] An analyst at the Wilson Center has noted that ethnic Chinese are more likely to be called wumao than other groups of people in the English-speaking world; she attributed some of this to racism.[47] In Australia, the term has been
used as an insult amidst the rise of anti-Asian and anti-Chinese sentiments and the ongoing debate over increasing "Chinese influence" in the country.[48] Counter measures Facebook and Twitter have been removing accounts and pages that are of "coordinated state-backed operation".[49] In June 2020, Twitter has removed 170,000 accounts which
targeted 2019–20 Hong Kong protests.[50] See also China portal Internet portal In China Internet censorship in China Internet Water Army, private astroturfing from paid Chinese writers paralleling the 50 Cent Party Great Firewall, a Chinese system to censor and regulate the Internet Little Pink, Chinese nationalist netizens PLA Unit 61398, the
hacking and malware implantation unit of the People's Liberation Army Elsewhere Astroturfing, a form of advocacy in support of a political, organizational, or corporate agenda, designed to give the appearance of a "grassroots" movement State-sponsored Internet sockpuppetry, a list of other similar programs internationally U.S. government edits of
Wikipedia Operation Earnest Voice, U.S. government program aimed at spreading pro-U.S. propaganda on websites frequented in the Middle East Russian web brigades, Russian state-sponsored propaganda trolls Internet Research Agency, a Russian-owned company engaged in online influence operations AK Trolls, Turkish state-sponsored
propaganda trolls Public opinion brigades, state-sponsored propaganda party working for the Communist Party of Vietnam Force 47, Vietnamese military unit that disseminates pro-regime propaganda and hacks anti-government websites References ^ a b Bristow, Michael (16 December 2008). "China's internet 'spin doctors'". BBC News Online.
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